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A Caldron of Treats: Grepolis’ 2014 Halloween Event 

Event gives players the chance to craft items and get an exclusive hero 

Hamburg, October 27, 2014.  InnoGames invites you to let your inner alchemist come out this month, 

with Grepolis’ 2014 Halloween Event, which starts today. The in-game event will center on 

Democritus, an alchemist and philosopher by trade who will brew special rewards until November 10. 

InnoGames released a video outlining the main changes in the event. 

By gathering ingredients and mixing them, players can craft by themselves special rewards. In the 

spirit of trick-or-treat, ingredients will be randomly generated and available to participants after 

completing common in-game activities; the rarer the item the more worthy the bounty. On worlds 

with heroes enabled, players can also receive Democritus as an exclusive hero. 

In order to craft a reward, players will need to put three ingredients of their choice onto Democritus’ 

alchemy table. Although the order of the ingredients is not important, different brewing combinations 

will yield different results. The recipe book that’s available to players will help with this alluring task as 

they’ll be able to add specific ingredient combinations with known results. Whatever the outcome, 

players can either instantly use the items on selected towns, save in the inventory, or cast them off. 

Grepolis is a strategy game set in Ancient Greece. In the free browser-based title, players are tasked 

with building up a vast metropolis and uniting with other players to establish a powerful military and 

conquer far away islands. Grepolis is also available as a full mobile app for iOS and Android.  

With 130 million registered players, InnoGames is one of the world's leading developers and providers 

of online games. Currently, the Hamburg-based company employs 350 professionals from 25 nations. 

InnoGames has scored major success with games such as Tribal Wars, Grepolis and Forge of Empires. 
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